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Michael Wallace of the Miami Herald reports that J.J. says the Heat is a “great situation” and that he’s willing 

to switch from shooting guard to small forward to play alongside Dwyane Wade. The interest between J.J. and 

the Heat is mutual, according to Wallace.

It’s hard to get a read on Johnson regarding free agency. Depending on which day you asked him, he was 

liable to stick to his “keeping all my options open, we’ll see what happens” line, go with the “I’d love to stay in 

Atlanta” stance or occasionally let slip the flirtatious signals he sent to the Heat via Wallace. Is Johnson just 

being a good businessman or does he really want to leave the Hawks? He insisted that the way the season 

ended, with fans booing him off the court in what could be his final game, didn’t sour him on staying. 

J.J. has said before that he doesn’t care about being The Man. Of course, like all players, he would like to be 

paid like The Man. And if the Heat strikes out on LeBron and decide J.J. is their guy, they’ll have to make the 

same determination as the Hawks: Can J.J. abandon the deliberate, ball-dominating offensive style he slid into 

with the Hawks? As bad it was at times with the Hawks, imagine how well Iso-Joe would play when D-Wade is 

option No. 1.

My feeling is the Hawks haven’t ruled out the possibility that J.J. can change his style if surrounded by the 

proper personnel and with some strong urging from the coach. He wasn’t Iso-Joe in Phoenix, after all. But 

neither was he The Man there, so it’s no certainty that he can modify his game.
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